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Aldis hates her job working in a juvenile detention center in rural Iceland. The boys are difficult, the owners are
unpleasant, and there are mysterious noises at night. And then two of the boys go astray . . . Decades later, single father
Odinn is looking into alleged abuse at the center. The more he finds out, though, the more it seems the odd events of the
1970s are linked to the accident that killed his ex-wife. Was her death something more sinister? Yrsa Sigurdardottir is a
huge European bestseller both with her crime and horror novels. You might want to sleep with the light on after reading
The Undesired. . .
Return to Burracombe in this warm and charming prequel to Lilian Harry's Burracombe series and journey back to where
it all began . . . Devon, 1943. In the village of Burracombe, 'Dig for Victory' is more than just a wartime slogan. While the
young men are away, everyone at home knows the war effort needs them too. Whether it's Land Girls on the farms,
wives and mothers having to make do and mend, or the villagers knowing how to stretch rations to keep spirits bright,
there is always something to be done to help. When the Barton is requisitioned as a children's home for war orphans, all
of Burracombe rallies round to welcome their newest arrivals, particularly little Maddy Simmons. Still reeling from losing
her mother and brother in the Plymouth blitz, and her father being killed at sea, now in a cruel twist, Maddy has been sent
to a different children's home to her beloved sister. As Maddy explores the village and makes new friends, she begins to
feel at home and realises that Burracombe is the kind of place where you will always have someone to turn to, even
when times are hard. Could this be somewhere she could finally call home? This heart-warming story gives a different
perspective to the village as it adapts to the struggles of wartime and explores the story of a much-loved character in the
wonderful Burracombe series.
"A heartfelt look into pain and grief and the saving beauty of love. Achingly beautiful."—Carly Philips, New York Times
Bestselling author The bad boys of Crystal Lake couldn't wait to get out of their cozy little town to start living big-city
dreams. But this Christmas, Jake Edwards will learn that sometimes the best place to find love is right where you started.
In the small town of Crystal Lake, Christmas is a time for sledding, hot chocolate, and cozying up to the fire with those
you love. For Jake Edwards, it's also time to come home and face the music. He thought there would never be anything
harder than losing his brother. Turns out there is: falling in love with his brother's widow, Raine. Ever since they were
little, Jesse was the Edwards brother who was always there for her, and Jake was the one who knew just how to push
her buttons. Raine can't imagine a life without them, which is why it was doubly decimating when Jake left town after his
brother's sudden death. Now he's back and she doesn't know whether to be mad or thrilled. Maybe both. Or maybe it will
be the perfect chance for both of them to finally find happiness again. Bad Boys of Crystal Lake series: The Summer He
Came Home (Book 1) The Christmas He Loved Her (Book 2) The Day He Kissed Her (Book 3) "Will appeal to readers of
Cathie Linz and Susan Elizabeth Phillips."—Booklist
Into Her World is a glimpse into the life and creative imagination of your not-so-typical Texas girl. As you will discover
through the poems, songs, short stories, and letters based off the chaos and craziness God throws at you. Through
weathering the various storms, you can discover you may not be the only person traveling on the same storms.
Ultimately, we can take the lessons we learn from our own personal experiences and help others in their time of need.
With each of the fourteen chapters, you will be exposed to the innermost thoughts of J. Ko. Each chapter tells of an
experience or people in her life who have impacted her into the person she has become and will become. Ideally in each
chapters poem or story, you will have the opportunity to find out what it is like to deal with heartache, death, life,
happiness, sadness, and so much more emotion and you will be able to relate to the pieces. No matter if youre a
believer, nonbeliever, male, female, young, or old, youll find that Into Her World is one of the most unique collections of
poems and stories and find a poem or story worth memorizing.
How My Sister and I Became Superheroes is a story about two siblings who discover they possess a very unique
Superpower.
In this intoxicating Carpathian novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan, a woman falls prey to
the seductive allure of the past—and a vampire warrior’s intoxicating embrace... The moment Charlotte Vintage walks into
his club, Tariq Asenguard’s blood is set on fire. The ancient Carpathian had given up hope of finding his lifemate, but
now he will do anything to make Charlotte his own. What Tariq doesn’t know is that Charlotte is using herself and her
best friend as bait—to try to draw out the bloodthirsty killers who have already murdered Charlotte’s brother and mentor.
Charlotte is familiar with Tariq. Not only is he one of the richest and most eligible bachelors in the city, but he’s also a
renowned collector of old carousel horses, which Charlotte restores. Their shared passion opens Charlotte up to trusting
him with her life and with the desire she can no longer control. But it also makes her vulnerable to a centuries-old curse
that will unite her and Tariq in a war against the enemies of humans and Carpathians alike...
story, Rob begins to face the aftermath of his and Henry's arrest for loving
Cheryl Broussard made two vows: She'd never fall for an abusive man, and she'd never return to her Louisiana
hometown. But she's learned all too well the lesson of never-say-never. Now, back in Bijou Bayou after fleeing from an
abusive boyfriend, Cheryl finds work as a Hospice nurse. While reading a dying patient's Korean War love letters, family
secrets shatter Cheryl's beliefs about her family and herself and shed light on the reason she fled her hometown.When
the Broussard family secrets are revealed, can Cheryl deal with the truth and accept the blessing of a second chance for
relationships with her family, old friends, and with the God she never really knew? Find out in this Bijou Bayou novel from
reader favorite, Marian P. Merritt.
A Practical Guide to Preparing and Protecting Families from Spiritual Attack Parents and grandparents long to protect their children, yet many
don't know how to fight spiritual battles for their kids. But you can win the battle on the home front! In these pages you will be equipped to
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defend and fight for your family. You will learn what spiritual warfare is as it relates to your children as well as offensive tactics for how you
can strike first through prayer and knowledge of God's Word. Discover why you might be losing battles at home and weapons for waging war
on behalf of your loved ones. Through personal and biblical stories, you will be empowered to recognize areas of vulnerability in your own
family and keep your loved ones safe.
When Juliana Stevenson’s father dies under suspicious circumstances, her greedy uncle betroths her and her sister to vile men for his profit.
They refuse to be part of his plan and flee, but her uncle hires an arrogant, demanding man to bring them back. Needing money to care for
his brother and sister and repair a manor in disrepair, Nicholas Blackstone agrees to find the women. He captures Juliana but not her sister
and imprisons her in his manor until he can discover the whereabouts of her sibling. Juliana’s body calls to Nicholas, but she can never be
his — her life is already mapped out. Can they fight the passion pulling them together while her father's killer stalks them?
Romance—the Western way! Harlequin Western Romance brings you a collection of four new heartwarming contemporary romances of
everyday women finding love. Available now! This box set includes: HER TEXAS RODEO COWBOY Blue Falls, Texas by Trish Milburn
Jason Till is the type of cowboy Sloane Hartley wants to avoid. His plan to go back to the rodeo circuit means she’s risking a broken heart.
But she can’t stop kissing him… WINNING THE RANCHER’S HEART Cowboys in Uniform by Pamela Britton Jaxton Stone has no time for a
relationship with widowed single mom Naomi Jones. He’s too busy getting his therapeutic ranch for veterans up and running. Besides, he’s
her boss! TWINS FOR THE TEXAS RANCHER Cowboys of Stampede Texas by Marin Thomas Fatherhood isn’t in the cards for Logan
Hardell. And maybe that’s okay. But when Sadie McHenry comes to town with her twin sons, Logan might just have a shot at the impossible.
THE COWBOY AND THE COP Gold Buckle Cowboys by Christine Wenger When Sheriff Amber Chapman informs pro bull rider Luke
Beaumont that his family’s ancestral ranch is falling to pieces, he returns home to face his past—and the sparks between them.
"You're going to die," the doctor said. But Canadian author Martin Avery laughed and walked away. Fall Down Nine Times, Get Up Ten tells
the story of a man who was told he would never work or walk again, in Canada, but lived to get a better diagnosis of "jing-chi-shen" in China.
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the first time in e-book! Reclaiming their
marriage bed! Relieved that her beloved father has awoken from his coma, Kelly Lord isn't prepared for the news that he has amnesia and
thinks she's still happily married! Now she must not only see her husband again after five long years apart—but they have to live together,
pretending to be newlyweds! Being back in Jordan's presence soon raises feelings long since buried for Kelly—including their incendiary
passion! Could a night in her husband's bed mend what was once broken? Originally published in 1982
This captivating book contains 31 case studies that focus on what is said and done in actual counseling sessions with LGBTQQI clients,
including diagnosis; interventions, treatment goals, and outcomes; transference and countertransference issues; other multicultural
considerations; and recommendations for further counseling or training. Experts in the field address topics across the areas of individual
development, relationship concerns, contextual matters, and wellness. The cases presented include coming out; counseling intersex,
bisexual, and transsexual clients; couples, marriage, and family counseling; parenting issues; aging; working with rural clients and African
American, Native American, Latino/a, Asian, and multiracial individuals; sexual minority youth; HIV; sexual and drug addictions; binational
couples; work and career; domestic violence; spirituality and religion; sexual issues; and women’s health *Requests for digital versions from
ACA can be found on www.wiley.com. *To purchase print copies, please visit the ACA website *Reproduction requests for material from
books published by ACA should be directed to permissions@counseling.org.
In the fast-paced, cutthroat world of Hollywood filmmaking, producer Max Hudson was a master at getting it done. With a movie deadline
breathing down his neck, he wouldn't let anyone get in his way, especially not his longtime assistant, Dana Fallon. Her tantalizing curves had
wreaked havoc on his mind and his libido. But her sudden resignation caused chaos, and no amount of money would sway her. Luckily, Max
had other means of persuasion….
Absurdity, social realism, and the in–depth examination of the human condition are but a few of the themes that comprise the contents of the
seventy–three short stories breathing menacingly between the covers of this book. Humor attacks surrealism on a landscape sun-saturated
with saintly thought and intense clarity — creation’s first simple act of pure effervescence getting drowned.

Get four of my stand-alone books with a female main character together in one ebook package. This set, titled Dark is Deepest,
includes Tattooed Teardrops, which won the Top Fiction Prize in the 2016 In the Margins Top Ten Books for Teens literary award.
Buying them all together and save. Included are: Stand Alone – Is Justine crazy? Everyone thinks so, but Justine can’t give up her
sense of who she is—someone far different than the loving daughter Em expects her to be—to just fit in and be happy. She is sure
that Em secretly holds the key to who Justine really is. But if she does, Em isn’t talking. Tattooed Teardrops – “I don’t plan on
getting in any trouble.” Tamara had thought that when she got out of juvie, things would be easier. But before long, it seems like
her life is spiraling into chaos. If she can’t prove to her probation officer that she is innocent of the allegations against her, she’s
going back to prison, and Tamara just can’t let that happen. Cynthia has a Secret – One day, fifteen-year-old Carmina Knight’s
life was perfect, and the next, she’d lost everything. Her family, her home, almost everything that she knew. Alone on the streets,
she can’t trust anyone, but she also can’t make it alone. Questing for a Dream – Nadie is a bright but rebellious teen growing up
Manitoba Cree. Living in abject poverty, she tries to help care for the younger children in the band. Devastated by the drowning
death of her little cousin and unable to overcome her grief, Nadie leaves the band. How can she find her own place in a foreign
world where she is abused and discriminated against, and for the first time in her life, completely alone?
Bargained Into Her Boss's BedSilhouette
Harlequin offers you another chance to enjoy this reader-favorite story from USA TODAY bestselling author Sandra Marton. After
hours with the boss… Ruthless Logan Miller will do whatever it takes to get what he wants, and he's set his sights on Talia Roberts.
She's the best in her field, and stunningly attractive, too, so Logan is determined to have Talia come work for him. He says he'll
ruin her reputation if she won't meet his demands! With no choice but to agree, Talia enters the lion's den, setting up a catering
service in Logan's new Brazilian office. But she hadn't realized that sharing his apartment was part of the job description…or that
she'd be doing overtime in the boss's bed! Originally published in 1990 as Consenting Adults.
Do you love stories with sexy, romantic heroes who have it all—wealth, status, and incredibly good looks? Harlequin® Desire brings
you all this and more with these three new full-length titles in one collection! A TEXAS-SIZED SECRET Texas Cattleman's Club:
Blackmail by Maureen Child When Naomi finds herself pregnant and facing scandal, her best friend steps up. He claims the baby
as his and offers to marry her, in name only. But his solution leads to a new problem—she might be falling for him! CLAIMED BY
THE RANCHER The Rancher's Heirs by Jules Bennett Nolan Elliott let her go once, when a shared loss tore them apart, but now
Pepper has returned, pregnant with another man's baby. Will a marriage of convenience to protect her child lead to a second
chance at love? UNBRIDLED BILLIONAIRE by Dani Wade Plain Jane Presley has always hidden in the background—until she's
forced into a business deal with dark, sexy billionaire Kane Harrington. Now she's coming out of her shell, and Kane intends to
conquer a lot more than the corporate competition… Look for Harlequin® Desire's June 2017 Box Set 1 of 2, filled with even more
scandalous stories and powerful heroes! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your
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Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
A riveting suspense thriller about the reuniting of birth mothers with their adopted children and the madman who preys on them
After two highly praised psychological thrillers, Mark Nykanen returns with his most spellbinding story yet. Suzanne Trayle is a
'Search Angel' whose success in tracking down and reuniting birth mothers with their adopted children has earned her national
fame. Known as 'The Orphan's Private Eye,' Suzanne has reunited thousands of mothers with their children, but has failed to find
the son she put up for adoption thirty years ago.
After surviving a devastating car crash, Bryce Donovan is plagued by crippling nightmares that leave her terrified to close her
eyes. She still bears the scars from that night, both emotionally and physically. Her job at Tweedy Contractors brings the diversion
she is desperate for, and the new apprentice painter is a welcome distraction. As a gifted artist, Scarlet Tweedy creates beauty in
every medium she employs. But she’s always been expected to take over her father’s business. The problem is she doesn’t
want to follow in his footsteps while she has dreams of her own to pursue. But can she choose her own path over what has always
been expected of her?
Ruby Rauf is an idealistic, industrious scholarship student with a fixed plan. She is going to ace her exams and get a decent job so
she never has to suffer the daily degradation of poverty again. Yet, when she meets the compelling actor-turned-politician Saif
Haq, her world is upended. Dazzled by his charisma, inspired by his zeal, she quits her degree midway to join his campaign as his
social media manager. Ruby soon discovers that politics, even with a leader as upright as Saif Haq, is a moral minefield. Diligent,
sincere but desperately naïve, Ruby longs to do the right thing but struggles at first to square her innate integrity with the difficult
choices her job demands. As she wades deeper into the quagmire of political intrigue and the savage world of social media, her
values grow more flexible, her methods more ruthless. She out-thinks allies and rivals to deliver brilliant results. Resented and
admired by her colleagues, favoured by Saif, Ruby appears unstoppable-until one day when Saif asks her to prove her loyalty by
making the most painful sacrifice of all. With quicksilver dialogue, shrewd political insight and a thoughtful take on the MeToo
debate, this sparkling novel reveals Moni Mohsin on top satirical form.
Looking for heart-racing romance and high-stakes suspense? Want stories filled with life-and-death situations that cause sparks to
fly between adventurous, strong women and brave, powerful men? Harlequin® Romantic Suspense brings you all that and more
with four new full-length titles for one great price every month! COLTON HOLIDAY LOCKDOWN (The Coltons: Return to
Wyoming) By C.J. Miller To save Christmas in Dead River, Dr. Rafe Granger is working overtime to cure the deadly virus
quarantining his hometown—while fighting his attraction to nurse Gemma Colton. But when someone sabotages their research, can
this reformed bad boy win the day and get the good girl? THE MANSFIELD RESCUE (The Mansfield Brothers) By Beth
Cornelison Falling for smoke jumper Amy Robinson is the last thing grieving widower Grant Mansfield has in mind. But when his
daughter is kidnapped, Grant and Amy must work together to save his little girl. Now, if only he’ll let Amy rescue his lonely heart…
LETHAL LIESbr>By Lara Lacombe With his cover blown, agent Alexander goes on the run with the alluring Dr. Jillian Mahoney.
Yet with the FBI and a dangerous gang after them, separating the lies from the truth becomes a matter of the heart. LONE STAR
SURVIVOR By Colleen Thompson When "soldier" Ian Rayford returns from the dead, he can't remember anything but his former
fiancée—PTSD psychologist Andrea. But when someone from Ian’s hidden past targets Andrea, spy secrets become deadly
secrets!

HER TEEN DREAM: Summer Heartbreak is the second novel in this realistic coming of age series for teenagers from
Devon Vaughn Archer, author of the runaway bestseller, Her Teen Dream. After finding her true love in senior basketball
star Reese McKenzie, sixteen-year-old Karin Blanch attends summer school for some extra credits at Elmwood High in
Crescent Heights, California. As in the first book of the series, she experiences the ups and downs of first love. While
Reese prepares to go to college in LA, Karin continues her strong friendship with next-door neighbor Lesley Rochester,
makes new friends, and has to deal with summer heartbreak. As her summer rolls along, Karin also finds herself
attracted to a new guy at school, gets caught up in a school lockdown where she comes face to face with a bank robber,
and catches Reese kissing his ex-girlfriend and cheerleader, Cheryl Green. Meanwhile, Lesley, sixteen, is still dealing
with being the victim of sexual abuse. She starts dating Marcus again, and her mother begins dating a friend of her late
father's. When Lesley receives some devastating news, her own romance is threatened. Fans of the first book in the
series will find themselves equally entertained by this novel.
A fresh and poignant story of three generations of Cree women — Elinor, Louise, and Alice — setting out to uncover a longburied secret that will change all of their lives. Set in the Qu'Appelle Valley and prairies in the late 1960s, the novel
confronts the trauma of residential schools, and the long, dark shadow they cast over the present.
This tycoon plays to win! When widower Stefano Gunn meets trainee lawyer Sunny Porter, he's instantly sure of two
things—she's the perfect person to take care of his daughter and is by far the most sinfully seductive woman he's ever
seen! Once Stefano has ruthlessly coaxed Sunny to trade her lawyer's robes for a nanny's apron, he turns his attention to
their undeniable attraction. Sunny might be reluctant to breach the barrier between professional and personal, but this
billionaire didn't get where he is by running from a challenge. And in this game of seduction, he will win…
Now that Connor Cohen is dead, Silas Cohen is free to live the life he wants. But there are still two men in the way. When
Enzo Juarez tries to make a new deal with Fiona, her good intentions get the best of her and she unexpectedly puts Silas
in danger. Can Alex’s connections save them this time? All bets are off when it’s every man for themselves in this
series’ finale.
How can controversy promote mutual respect in analytical psychology? Analytical psychology is a broad church, and
influences areas such as literature, cultural studies, and religion. However, in common with psychoanalysis, there are
many different schools of thought and practice which have resulted in divisions within the field. Controversies in
Analytical Psychology picks up on these and explores many of the most hotly contested issues in and around analytical
psychology. A group of leading international Jungian authors have contributed papers from contrasting perspectives on a
series of key controversies. Some of these concern clinical issues such as what helps patients get better, or how closely
analysts should work with the transference. Other contributions focus on the relationship between analytical psychology
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and other disciplines including evolutionary theory, linguistics, politics and religion. A critical eye is cast over Jungian
theories and practices, and a number of questions are raised: * are they homophobic? * do they denigrate women? * do
they confuse absolute with narrative truth? * are the frequency of sessions chosen for political rather than clinical
reasons? Controversies in Analytical Psychology encourages critical thinking on a variety of issues, helping foster
dialogue and investigation in a climate of mutual respect and understanding. It will be invaluable for Jungian analysts and
psychoanalysts in training and practice and psychotherapists.
The gargoyles of Invercreutch Castle fascinate Jasmine with their grotesque beauty. When night falls, she learns that
there's more to them than meets the eye... Jasmine has always been drawn to medieval castles, even though she was
raised in the American Midwest. She's thrilled when she comes upon Scotland's fabled Invercreutch Castle, hidden deep
in Argyll Forest. Three stone gargoyles atop the castle, in the shapes of a dog, a snake, and an eagle, are eerily lifelike.
When darkness falls, the statues shift from their gargoyle forms into their human shapes. Jasmine is terrified at first, but
quickly sees that only passionate pleasure awaits her at Invercreutch. Through the long night that follows, Jasmine learns
that her arrival is no accident. She also discovers that creatures of stone can be hot-blooded, hungry, and full of life.
Persuaded by the seductive embraces of Feargus, Niall, and Maeve, Jasmine begins to sense her true place in the
world. She remembers that she is an intergral part of the magickal history of Invercreutch. Jasmine now has a choice to
make—does her heart belong in the bright daylight world of today or in the timeless moonlight magick of Argyll Forest?
When newly single Kate Adams is approached on the sunny deck of a California hotel by hockey star David Burke, and
he invites her to dinner, she almost says no. He’s obviously younger than her. And charming. And drop dead gorgeous.
But there’s also something about David that makes Kate–who hasn’t done anything spontaneous in a very long
time—accepts his invitation. It is, after all, her fortieth birthday. However, a real romance with thirty-year-old David, whose
picture is in the gossip pages as often as it’s in the sports pages, is out of the question. No matter how much she wants
him, it’s just too risky. But meeting Kate has been David’s lightning strike. She’s the one for him, and he has no
intention of giving up on her. So while Kate guards her fragile heart, David sets out to win her over with the same
determination that drives him on the ice. And he’ll break every rule in the book if he has to.
A surprise trip to Barcelona with her boyfriend, Jake, seems like the perfect antidote to Grace Sawyer's current woes.
The city is dazzling and unpredictable, but the biggest surprise for Grace is discovering who arranged and paid for the
vacation. Carrie Ann wasn't just Grace's foster sister. Clever, pretty, and mercurial, she was her best friend--until
everything went terribly wrong. Now, as she flees an abusive marriage, Carrie Ann has turned to the one person she
hopes will come through for her. Despite her initial misgivings, Grace wants to help. But then Carrie Ann and Jake both
go missing. Stunned and confused, Grace begins to realize how much of herself she's kept from Jake--and how much of
Carrie Ann she never understood. Soon Grace is baited into following a trail of scant clues across Spain, determined to
find the truth, even if she must revisit her troubled past to do it. . . Mary Carter's intriguing novel delves into the
complexities of childhood bonds, the corrosive weight of guilt and blame, and all the ways we try--and often fail--to truly
know the ones we love. Praise for Mary Carter "A touching novel." --Publishers Weekly on The Things I Do For You "This
is guaranteed to become one of the books on your shelf that you'll want to read again." --The Free Lance-Star on The
Pub Across the Pond
Every time a compassionate heart is broken into innumerate pieces, do you hear that shattering sound? Does that make you look over your
shoulder in fear? Probably not, because all you hear is plain silence. Silence of a tear rolling down, silence of a heart left deserted and a soul
once again deprived of love. But my dear friend, be afraid, be very afraid of this illusion, for this silence is not silence at all. It encompasses a
thousand screams that just haven’t reached your ears; a thousand cries that haven’t yet made you comprehend your brutal act. This deadly
silence will come to you, when you are lying wide awake in your bed contemplating the loneliness that engulfs you at midnight and when this
silence lays down right beside you, you’ll know exactly how the feeling is when it touches your head with its cold fingers and puts you to
sleep while your eyes close with tears frozen in them. And from that night, that very night you’ll start dying a little on the inside every time you
think of loving someone again.
Romance and zombies collide in the riveting sequel to Love in the Time of the Dead. Four years into the Dead outbreak that ended the world,
Vanessa Summers has been so burned by love, she swears she will never trust a man again. But Sean Daniels, guard leader of Dead Run
River, isn’t just any man. When past lovers return to the colony, things get complicated. Desperate to rid herself of the heartache, Vanessa
signs up for a supply run that will test her mettle as a guard in training. Sean volunteers to lead her team, and his hungry looks say it’s more
personal than professional. Danger comes from all sides as they scavenge Dead-infested cities, and as her attraction for Sean deepens,
Vanessa finds her head and heart at war with each other. He clouds her judgment, and the slightest misstep could spell disaster outside of
the safety of colony gates. A race back to the safety Dead Run River could save a teammate’s life, but trouble has been brewing back home.
Laney Landry, the woman who broke Sean’s heart, is in trouble, and Vanessa must decide whether to take back the Denver colony beside
the man she’s falling in love with, or bow out of an attraction that terrifies her.
When the landlady from hell becomes the one woman he can’t live without… Kicked off a movie set, actress Savannah Payne flees to her
vacation house in Bounty Bay to prepare for the audition of a lifetime. Only a stubborn, sexy lawyer is currently renting it and he won’t budge
an inch. Not even when she uses every weapon in her arsenal to drive him out of his mind. But all’s fair in love and war, including his kisses
that make her want to surrender. Glen Cooper needs a distraction-free month to finish writing his first novel and he’s found the perfect spot.
As a lawyer he knows his legal rights, and the self-absorbed woman who doesn’t remember the night he once saved her won’t weaken his
resolve. Too bad he’s fighting a battle of attraction that he just can’t win. With Savannah returning soon to Hollywood, could falling in love
could be the truce needed for her to stay? KNOW YOUR HEART is the second story in Tracey Alvarez’s Bounty Bay series, set against the
stunning backdrop of Aotearoa, New Zealand. If you like heart-warming, sexy & seductive small-town romances, you’ll love sharing the
journey with these authentic men and women struggling to find their special someone. Welcome to Bounty Bay, where the reward of true love
is a price only some are willing to pay. Download your copy of Know Your Heart today and uncover the secret lives and hidden passions
simmering in New Zealand’s sultry, subtropical Far North. Intended for mature 18+ aged readers who enjoy their romance on the sensual
side. Praise for the Bounty Bay series! "Reading a book by Tracey Alvarez is like taking a mini vacation to my imagined little happy place in
New Zealand." ~ Spellbound Book Reviews "Tracey now is included among some of my fav authors from the Southern Hemisphere. Rosalind
James and Natalie Gayle fans will love Tracey's books." ~ Retailer review "Tracey Alvarez has written a finely crafted, well written romance.
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Sexy and delightful and full of family values." ~The Book Date "Her writing style will keep you hanging on to every word and feeling the
characters’ heartbreak right along with them." ~ Rachel Lawrence Books Don’t miss any of the Bounty Bay books! Book 1: Hide Your Heart.
Featuring Lauren and Nate. Book 2: Know Your Heart. Featuring Savannah and Glen. Book 3: Teach Your Heart. Featuring Gracie and
Owen. Book 4: Mend Your Heart. Featuring Natalie and Isaac. Book 5: Break Your Heart. Featuring Vanessa and Sam. Book 6: Tame Your
Heart. Featuring Tui and Kyle. Book 7: Trust Your Heart. Featuring Allison and Tanner. Keywords: small town romance, romance series, New
Zealand romance, contemporary romance, sexy romance, actress, author, beach romance, coastal romance, romance with kids, enemies to
lover, family saga, boy next door, heart-warming, sensual, escape down under, family relationships, friendship, multicultural, Maori culture,
friends with benefits, affair, heartwarming romance, family relationships, sweet and sexy romance, exotic foreign romance, vacation romance,
beach reads, summer reads
After five years of marriage, Sandy thought she knew everything about her husband, Jack, until he died suddenly. Destroyed by grief, she
sifts through his belongings and discovers a journal he kept from the summer before they met. He writes of his stay in the small town of
Holman in the Arctic Circle, so Sandy decides to go in search of answers. Although the people of Holman are hesitant to welcome a stranger,
Sandy soon makes the acquaintance of Charliea man who knew her young husband. She wonders why Jack never mentioned the quaint little
town, and she begins to wonder if her husband was hiding something. Turns out he was, but itll take a lot of patience for Sandy to uncover
the truth. Along her journey, she meets people who not only help her learn more about Jack, but also help her find a strength within herself
she never realized she possessed. Charlie becomes a much-needed support as Sandy reads more of Jacks journal, but Charlie has a secret
that will change Sandys life forever, perhaps even more than the loss of her husband.
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